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Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. designs, manufactures, and sells firearms worldwide.
The company offers firearms products, such as revolvers and pistols; modern

sporting rifles, bolt action rifles, and muzzleloaders; handcuffs; suppressors; and
other firearm-related products under the Smith & Wesson, M&P, Performance

Center, Thompson/Center Arms, and Gemtech brands. It also provides
manufacturing services, which include forging, heat treating, rapid prototyping,

tooling, finishing, plating, machining, and custom plastic injection molding to
other businesses under the Smith & Wesson and Smith & Wesson Precision

Components brands; and sells parts purchased through third parties.

The company was formerly known as American Outdoor Brands Corporation and
changed its name to Smith & Wesson Brands, Inc. in June 2020. Smith & Wesson

Brands, Inc. was founded in 1852 and is based in Springfield, Massachusetts.
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Smith & Wesson is a brand many of us have heard of at some point in our
lives. The company dates back to the 1800's and comes with a long and
interesting history. For example, the first American firearm capable of

 firing a fully self-contained cartridge was manufactured by Smith &
Wesson in 1852. The repeating pistol fired as quickly as the shooter could

operate the lever and it was dubbed “The Volcanic,” since the rapid-fire
sequence appeared to have the force of an erupting volcano.

Then in the early 1880s, D.B. Wesson and his son, Joseph, began
developing a revolver that didn’t have an external hammer.  The Safety
Hammerless, which debuted in 1887, was the world’s first double action

concealed hammer revolver.

Moving along to 1955, the first American-made double action auto-loading
pistol, the Model 39, was introduced. In 1968, the Illinois State Police

adopted it and the Model 39 became the first 9mm Double Action auto-
loading pistol ever used by any state law enforcement agency in the United

States.

Fast forward to 2020, SWBI is changing things up but in a different way. As
of last month, they officially completed the spin off of American Outdoor

Brands, Inc. and it is now an independent, publicly traded company on the
NASDAQ stock market under the symbol "AOUT."
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Gun sales surged 135% year-over-year in July to about 2 million and
have already matched all of last year, according to a report released
earlier this week by research consultancy Small Arms Analytics and
Forecasting. Sales were up 145% in June, 80% in May and 71% in
April.
A Brookings Institute report based on data from the National Instant
Criminal Background Check System found, “In just the first six
months of 2020, approximately 19 million firearms have been sold,
representing more than one firearm for every 20 Americans.”
Gun sales dramatically rose in response to the George Floyd
protests, resulting in 150,000 per day on June 2 and 3.
Women are part of this national gun buying spree, comprising 40%
of first-time owners, according to NSSF, the trade association for the
firearms industry.
The Federal Bureau of Investigation processed 7.8 million
background checks for gun purchases from March to June, according
to National Shooting Sports Foundation, a firearms industry trade
group.
FBI showed that more than 3.6 million firearm background checks
were conducted, making July the third-highest month on record.

What this leaves SWBI investors with is a pure-play company in the
firearms space at a time when Americans are buying up guns like never

before due to countrywide increase in lootings, theft, "defund the police"
movements, and worries that their 2nd Amendment right to bear arms

is in jeopardy.

Let's dive into the firearms market right now:

Below are some infographics to further highlight the demand of
firearms.
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Below is a chart displaying monthly unit sales (in thousands)
per category - handguns/long-run/other. This is not for SWBI,

it is the overall firearms market. 

March has currently seen the most purchases but volume
continues to remain well above 2019.
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As already mentioned, SWBI is one of the most recognized brands
in the firearms space with 49% of the general population over the

age of 18 knowing the brand. This is so important at a time like
this because many first-time gun owners will prefer to purchase

from a brand they are already familiar with.
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SWBI Beta: 0.75
30 YR Risk Free Rate: 1.40%
Market Risk Premium: 6.5%
Discount Rate: 6.3% +/- 0.25%
Perpetual Growth Rate: 2.5% +/- 0.25%, as the number of
background checks being conducted has increased at a 3%
compound annual growth rate over the last 10 years
Tax Rate: 21%

CUBE believes President Trump will be reelected and thus gun sales
will slow down as people feel their second amendment rights are not
in as much danger
SWBI spun off their Outdoors business which generates roughly 25%
of their sales. 
We believe the firearms business will still have a good year but do
anticipate many people that have applied for their licenses to decide
not to purchase a gun if the riots and looting cool off post-election.

CUBE will now use this portion to discuss the discounted free cash flow
model we have created for SWBI.

The highlighted yellow boxes indicate election years. CUBE expects
growth in revenues to come in at 34% in 2020 but for SWBI its
considered FY2021. The average firm that covers SWBI on the Street
expects revenues of $841M but we believe sales are growing much
faster than expectations. For example, in Q1 FY21, revenues came in at
$278M beating expectations by $73M so we believe the Street is far too
conservative and the data above fully supports CUBE's thesis of a record
year for SWBI with projected revenues of $909M.

CUBE then expects revenues to taper off in FY2022 by 25%. There are
three reasons for this:

1.

2.

3.
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There are tons of variables that can shake out and SWBI is a very difficult
company to model because their revenues are wildly inconsistent. We

expect solid 20-25% growth in election years with 2020 being an outlier
due to above average tension between political parties, "defund the

police" concerns, police brutality awareness, and sheer pandemonium
caused by stay-at-home orders and increased unemployment from

COVID19. Put simply, 2020 is the perfect storm for SWBI. We expect each
year that follows an election to record negative Y/Y growth. 

We also believe their free cash flow margins will see a boost during
election years similar to how we have already seen it in Q1. We are

holding that free cash flow yield steady for the rest of FY2021.

You will notice that CUBE has dropped the free cash flow yield in non-
election years going forward vs. FY2020 (2019) because their Outdoors

business actually contributed fairly well with 40-45% gross margins. The
Q1 report is the last time the Outdoors business will be included in their

financials.

As a result, CUBE arrives at the following valuations for the company:

Base Case Price Target: $22.89
Best Case Price Target: $26.24

Weak Case Price Target: $20.62

At the current price of $17.03, we think shares are valued about 30%
below its true intrinsic value. In the case that Biden/Harris are elected,

it's a toss up if SWBI would be worth more. CUBE sees a scenario in
which there is larger more immediate bump in 2021 (FY22) revenues but
eventually tapers out due to a potential increase gun control. This is also

why CUBE believes shares are so volatile. There are so many variables
that will ultimately change the true worth of SWBI.



CUBE'S TOP
PROS FOR 
SWBI

MARKET LEADER
& RECOGNIZED
BRAND

ZERO NET DEBT

ATTRACTIVE
VALUATION
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CUBE'S TOP
CONS FOR 
SWBI

INCONSISTENT &
CYCLICAL
REVENUES

LACK OF
INTERNATIONAL
BUSINESS

TOUGH Y/Y
COMPS AFTER
ELECTION
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SWBI was able to generate operating cash flow of $83.5M during the
quarter, which, combined with their cash on hand, allowed them to pay
down $135.0M on their revolving line of credit and end the quarter with

zero net debt.

As you can see in the chart below, total debt to equity has fallen from
over 54.3% to just shy of 17%.

Cash on hand is now $65.2M after paying down their debt and SWBI's
board has authorized to declare a regular, quarterly cash dividend

of $0.05 per share. The first quarterly dividend will be payable
on October 1, 2020 to shareholders of record as of the market close

on September 17, 2020.
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Quarterly net sales were $278.0M compared with $123.7M  for the first
quarter last year, an increase of 124.8%. 
Firearms segment gross sales were $229.9M, which included $1.0M of
inter-segment revenue, an increase of $134.4M, or 140.9%, over the
comparable quarter last year. 
Outdoor Products & Accessories segment gross sales were $50.6 million,
which included $1.5M of inter-segment revenue, an increase of $17.4M,
or 52.3%, over the comparable quarter last year - this is the last time this
will be recorded for SWBI due to spin off
Gross margin for the quarter was 42.0% compared with 38.7% for the
comparable quarter last year.
Quarterly GAAP net income was $48.4M, or $0.86 per diluted share,
compared with a GAAP net loss of $(2.1M), or $(0.04) per diluted share,
for the comparable quarter last year.
Quarterly non-GAAP net income was $54.9M, or $0.97 per diluted share,
compared with $1.7M, or $0.03 per diluted share, for the comparable
quarter last year. GAAP to non-GAAP adjustments for net income
exclude costs related to the spin-off of the Outdoor Products &
Accessories segment, COVID-19 related expenses, and other costs.
Quarterly non-GAAP Adjusted EBITDAS was $84.2M, or 30.3% of net
sales, compared with $17.5M, or 14.1% of net sales, for the comparable
quarter last year.
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Gross margin for the quarter ended July 31, 2020 for their Firearm
segment increased 310 basis points over the comparable quarter last year,

primarily because of lower promotional product spending, favorable
manufacturing fixed cost absorption, and favorable price increases.

Long-guns experienced the largest revenue growth at 224.4% Y/Y across
shipments of 112,000 units. Handguns experienced the largest volume

growth at 109.8% to 472,000 units during the quarter, up from 225,000 in
the same period last year.
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Cash provided by operating activities was $83.5M for the three months
ended July 31, 2020 compared with a cash usage in the prior year

comparable quarter due to an incremental $50.5M increase in net income,
an incremental $46.3M decrease in inventory because of increased
shipments to meet consumer demand, and an incremental $20.1M

increase in accounts payable due to increased manufacturing purchases
and timing of payments. These favorable impacts were partially offset by
an incremental $20.8M increase in accounts receivable due to timing of

shipments and an incremental $8.0M decrease in accrued expenses
primarily due to lower promotional product discount accruals. SWBI

expects firearm inventory balances to remain relatively flat throughout the
next fiscal quarter.

Cash used in investing activities increased $3.8M for the three months
ended July 31, 2020 over the prior year comparable period. They

recorded capital expenditures of $7.3M for the three months ended July
31, 2020, $3.6M higher than the prior year comparable period. They

currently expect to spend between $30M-$35M on capital expenditures in
fiscal 2021, an increase of $16.1M-$21.1M, as compared with $13.9M in

capital expenditures in fiscal 2020.

Cash used in financing activities was $136.0M for the three months ended
July 31, 2020 compared with cash provided by financing activities

of $22.7M for the three months ended July 31, 2019. Cash used in financing
activities during the three months ended July 31, 2020 was primarily a

result of $135.0M of payments on the credit facility.

Free cash flow was $83.5M-$7.3M (capex) = $76.2M



SWBI
FUNDAMENTALS

We are going to compare SWBI to Sturm Ruger & Co (RGR) and Vista
Outdoor (VSTO).

SWBI is at the middle point at a pretty attractive 1.2x forward sales. Keep
in mind, these are not companies that are going to trade for anything over
3x sales. The highest on record SWBI has ever trades on forward to sales
basis was 2.9x back in 2007. Its lowest ever recording was 0.5x sales back

in October 2011.



SWBI
FUNDAMENTALS

On an enterprise value to EBITDA basis, SWBI slides to the bottom and
is the cheapest at 5.1x. This is extremely attractive but, once again

please keep in mind, these companies are cyclical stocks and will not
trade at sky high multiples. On average, SWBI will trade between 6-9x
so we do see shares being a bit undervalued here historically and also

in comparison to RGR and VSTO.



SWBI
FUNDAMENTALS

Lastly, on a price to earnings standpoint, SWBI is also trading at a very low
P/E of 8.2x which is considerably lower than its peers - especially that of

RGR. On record, SWBI's lowest ever forward P/E was 6.5x back in the 2008
financial crisis meltdown. Keep in mind, this multiple is extremely low and
skewed at the moment because of rocketing sales and earnings that are

most likely going to come back down to normalized levels in 2021+.
Regardless, this is historically very low for SWBI.



SWBI
FUNDAMENTALS

Despite carrying lower multiples, SWBI is actually growing their
levered free cash flow at a faster rate than their peers over the

last 5 years. SWBI has grown their free cash flow at a 17.8% CAGR
while VSTO has grown theirs by 17.2% and RGR has grown by

11.6%.
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TECH ANALYSIS



TECH ANALYSIS 
SUMMARY

Looking at the charts, SWBI has
support at $16.76 on the weekly R3
fibbonaci level. In the case that this
level does break, shares should
retreat rather quickly to the daily S1
fibbonaci level (bottom image) of
$15.57. 

Next major resistance levels are the
50 day moving average of $18.17
and the daily pivot point of $18.46.

At this point in time, CUBE is
favoring more short-term downside
for SWBI with a visit to the mid $15s
due to fading volume, multiple
rejections of the 50DMA, and a
broken upward channel.
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Overall, CUBE is a bullish on SWBI - even after the run its had from

$5 in March to $17 here in September. We do not find it coincidental

that the stock pulled back from the $28 range as that's slightly

above where we see SWBI's true intrinsic value. 

We are a big fan of the company's decision to drastically reduce their

debt, start up their dividend, and dial in on their true business

identity. One of the main reasons CUBE is not giving this a 5/5 CUBE

rating is because there are many variables that can change in an

instant and shift SWBI from a great buy to a strong sell. Examples

include public perception of guns, change in crime rates, elections,

increased competition, inventory management, delayed

registrations, and so on. Most companies CUBE does research on

involve companies with consistent revenues, and in many cases

subscription-based revenues, that are extremely predictable but

that is simply not the case for SWBI. There is a built in risk of

cyclicality and SWBI has shown twice in its history that it cannot

sustain its large gains - back in 2007 when it ran from $1 to $16 only

to retreat to $1.50 the following year and in 2014 when it ran from $7

to $23 only to pull back to $7 the next year. With this in mind, we still

believe SWBI is undervalued but pay close attention to the narrative

as it can alter their future cash flows drastically.

SWBI
CONCLUSION



NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT, OR ANY DOCUMENTS FOR THAT
MATTER, SHOULD BE USED OR CONSTRUED AS AN OFFER TO SELL, A

SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, OR A RECOMMENDATION FOR ANY
SECURITY. NOR IS IT INTENDED AS INVESTMENT, TAX, FINANCIAL OR

LEGAL ADVICE. INVESTORS SHOULD SEEK SUCH PROFESSIONAL ADVICE
FOR THEIR PARTICULAR SITUATION. CUBE DOES NOT MAKE ANY

GUARANTEE OR OTHER PROMISE AS TO ANY RESULTS THAT MAY BE
OBTAINED FROM USING OUR CONTENT. NO ONE SHOULD MAKE ANY

INVESTMENT DECISION WITHOUT FIRST CONSULTING HIS OR HER OWN
FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONDUCTING HIS OR HER OWN RESEARCH
AND DUE DILIGENCE. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY LAW,

CUBE DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL LIABILITY IN THE EVENT ANY
INFORMATION, COMMENTARY, ANALYSIS, OPINIONS, ADVICE AND/OR

RECOMMENDATIONS PROVE TO BE INACCURATE, INCOMPLETE OR
UNRELIABLE, OR RESULT IN ANY INVESTMENT OR OTHER LOSSES.

CONTENT CONTAINED ON OR MADE AVAILABLE IS NOT INTENDED TO
AND DOES NOT CONSTITUTE LEGAL ADVICE OR INVESTMENT ADVICE
AND NO ATTORNEY-CLIENT RELATIONSHIP IS FORMED. YOUR USE OF

THE INFORMATION IS AT YOUR OWN RISK. THIS CONTENT IS
CONFIDENTIAL AND MUST NOT BE DISTRIBUTED

DISCLAIMER


